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In a location up high, between beaches and vineyards,
the city of Viseu, in the center of Portugal, is home to
the Abyss & Habidecor production units. 

The whole Abyss & Habidecor team has devoted its
expertise to bath linens with a craft steeped in tradition.

Made in
Made by
Made of 
Portugal



Abyss is an exclusive towel company.
Habidecor is an exclusive rug company. 

Egyptian Cotton Giza ELS (Extra Long Staple)
is used to produce Abyss towels and bathrobes.
Egyptian Cotton Giza (Long Staple) is used for

the production of Habidecor bath rugs. 

It is considered the best cotton in the World. 
Cultivated on the banks of the Nile, this

cotton is handpicked, combed and twisted 
to create a yarn of exceptional quality. 



«Being imaginative.
Satisfying and listening to customers.
Dreaming and making others dream.»

That is the very essence of Abyss & Habidecor.
It is a philosophy that elegantly combines the 
requirements of a high-quality craft and the 
beauty of products fostering a spirit of harmony.



Cotton
Creating the best towel begins with the selection of the cotton.
Abyss & Habidecor weaves only the finest Egyptian Combed Cotton called
Giza ELS (Extra Long Staple - 37 mm). This exclusive cotton provides the 
finest quality yarn for textiles, with resistance, low pilling and excellent absorption.

Linen
Abyss & Habidecor exclusively uses Belgian Linen, labeled by the Masters of Linen.
Linen, an exclusive fiber which is exceptionally pleasant to use and has the great
qualities of being sturdy, hypoallergenic and antistatic.

Silk
Silk is considered as the luxurious fiber in the textile world. 
Soft, elegant, it adds a touch of luxury to your bathroom.

The most Precious Fibers



All about Quality and Ecology
We offer products made of the finest cotton, most noble silk and exclusive linen.
Abyss & Habidecor is devoted to deliver excellence to each client.
Combining quality and craftmanship, with an eye for detail, in each step of the production.

The Oeko-Tex label shows our commitment to invest in the ecology
by using biological water treatment and biodegradable products. 
Moreover, the production process endeavours to exemplify 
respect for our environment.



Our solid colour towels are piece dyed, which provides a uniform coloration.
The bias-trim, the label and the terry towels have the exact same colour.
More elegant, this provides a unique look.

Our products are pre-washed and pre-shrunk. For the dying process we use 
the best - environmental friendly - colorants known for their resistance.
This results in no more shrinkage, size variation nor colour fading.

All water used for dying is sent to an onsite highest level recycling tank.

A world of Colours



Durable
Durability is achieved through the quality of the finest 100% Egyptian cotton and 
pure linen. All Abyss & Habidecor towels are pre-washed and pre-shrunk.
Abyss & Habidecor products are guaranteed to hold up wash after wash.  

Beautiful
Our creative team explores current trends, captures details and creates
artistic collages, expanding the choice of designs and colours every season.
To serve your personal mood, any idea is made possible at Abyss &Habidecor,
by our Artisanat and Handicraft.

Absorbent
Boasting the worlds finest Giza Egyptian cotton, with fibers of exceptional lenght 
and finesse, the resulting products are exceptionally soft and absorbent.



Care Instructions 
General Up Keep

•If a thread is pulled in the towel; using scissors, carefully cut the snagged yarn at pile height
• Wash separately from other textiles and garments; items with buttons, zippers, hooks and velcro will snag the terry
• Certain cleaning and hygiene products contain ingredients which cause bleaching, some of these include 
blemish/anti-aging creams, product with alpha hydroxyl and fruit acid, hair coloring products, bathroom 
cleaners and teeth whiteners

Drying
• It is important to use a tumble dryer to restore volume and loft to the towels
• Use Medium Temperatures when drying • Be sure to dry thoroughly

Washing 
• Do not overload the washing machine
 • Use Medium Temperatures when washing
• Do not use detergents containing brighteners and whitening agents,they may alter or fade colors
• Separate whites and light colors from dark colored textiles
• Do not use bleach or fabric softeners

All of our products are pre-washed to prevent shrinkage
TOWELS

RUGS



Contacts 
For any information or question, 
please let us know by our contact form at
               
 www.abysshabidecor.com



www.abysshabidecor.com


